Altering in Tissue Structure and Morphology in Apo E-KO Mice: The Impact of Dietary Lipids and Heart Transplantation
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Abstract

In this article, the impact of dietary lipids and heterotopic heart transplant procedures on the structure and morphology of several tissues in apolipoprotein E-knock out (apo E-KO) mice is reported. In particular, addition of dietary cholesterol, plant sterol or either changes in hemodynamic factors or immunological responses after heart transplant procedures are associated with histological and cytological changes in the kidneys, skin, heart and arteries in this animal model. In this report, alterations in the vessel wall structure and morphology including formation of atherosclerotic plaques, infiltration of macrophages, as well as evidence for rejection of the donor hearts and formation of non-specific vacuolation in the liver and kidney have been illustrated. In conclusion, various factors may cause changes in tissue structure and morphology which may lead to tissue dysfunction. Early detection of such changes and appropriate remedies including dietary and lifestyle modifications may help sustain tissue structure and function.
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Introduction

Intact tissue structure and morphology assure physiologic functions of the organ. Many disorders are developed due to alterations in tissue structure and cellular morphology. These changes could be the results of modifiable or non-modifiable factors. Among non-modifiable factors one may include aging or genetic abnormalities. Many body tissues and organs undergo morphological alterations, leading to organ dysfunction due to aging. One good example could be alterations in the central nervous system morphology which may lead to memory loss in elderly [1]. Another common example is reduced bone density leading to osteoporosis and bone fractures [2]. Genetic abnormalities may also lead to morphological changes and tissue function. For example, people with sickle cell anemia show abnormal structure and morphology in their red blood cells leading to anemia and associated abnormalities [3].

Many modifiable factors including dietary, surgical, immunological and environmental agents are capable of altering certain tissue structure and function. These changes may lead not only to organ dysfunction but also to development of totally different tissue structure with loss of function. Excessive alcohol drinking may lead to cirrhosis with totally undetectable hepatocyte in affected segment of the liver [4]. Excessive cigarette smoking is another example of modifiable factor for a complete change in tissue structure and morphology which in many cases may lead to various pulmonary disorders [5]. Organ rejection after transplantation is another example of changing in tissue structure and morphology leading to complete rejection of the graft [6]. On the other hand, under certain conditions, some dietary agents and/or life style modifications are employed to correct such tissue abnormalities. For example, it is believed that increasing HDL-cholesterol concentrations through dietary or life style modifications may remove cholesterol from peripheral tissues through reverse cholesterol transport mechanism [7]. Removing accumulated cholesterol clefts in arterial wall helps with maintain normal vessel function. On the other hand, significantly elevated LDL-cholesterol levels may also be associated with cell dysfunctions and tissue abnormalities.

Over the past couple of decades, our laboratory has studied the impact of the quality and quantity of dietary lipids on tissue structure and morphology in a number of experimental animals, particularly apolipoprotein E-knock out (apo E-KO) and LDL-receptor-knock out (LDL-r-KO) mice and their wild-type counterparts, namely C57BL6 mice. In this article, our observations on alterations in tissue structure and morphology under various experimental conditions in apo E-KO mice are summarized.

Dietary Approaches

Apo E-KO mice lack the gene for apolioprotein E and therefore accumulate cholesterol in both circulation (in the form of β-VLDL) and certain body tissue [8]. Such an increased level of blood cholesterol is believed to play a crucial role in spontaneous atherogenesis in this animal model. This process of atherogenesis can be further accelerated by addition of a small amount of dietary cholesterol to the diets of these animals. We have shown repeatedly that these animals develop skin lesions and abnormal histological features in several internal organs [9]. For example, Figure 1 presents development of apparently cutaneous xanthomatosis in male apo E-KO mice fed with a diet enriched with 0.15% (w/w) dietary cholesterol. Abundant cholesterol clefts forming cholesterol granulomas are visible...
in Panel B; accumulation of other types of lipids is shown through oil red O staining in Panel C of this figure.

Figure 1: Representative photographs of skin lesions in cholesterol-fed apo E-KO mice. Panel A shows eruptive skin lesion on the shoulder area; Panels B and C present photomicrographs of the nuchal skin illustrating marked infiltration by lipids and presence of cholesterol granulomas and cholesterol clefting in Panel B (hematoxylin and eosin stain X50), and prominence of oil red O staining in Panel C (X25) [9].

In the same experimental model, we also observed non-specific vacuolation in both the liver and kidneys of these animals. Our oil red O staining procedures failed to stain these apparent vacuoles, therefore, it is speculated that these vacuoles may not be related to lipid deposits. It was interesting to observe that the extent and distribution of such vacuolation were significantly decreased when a phytosterol mixture at 2% (w/w) was added to the cholesterol-enriched diet. Figures 2 and 3 present such morphological changes and their inhibition by dietary phytosterols in the liver and kidney, respectively, in these animals. It should be mentioned that dietary phytosterols reduce serum cholesterol levels in both animals and humans [10,11].

Figure 2: Representative photomicrographs of kidneys from cholesterol-fed (Panel A) and one cholesterol+phytosterol-fed (Panel B) apo E-KO mice. As is evident, non-specific vacuolation is predominantly seen in Panels A and D. Hematoxylin and eosin stain, A and B, X16; C and D X40 [9].

Dietary cholesterol significantly accelerates this process, leading to fully developed complex atherosclerotic lesions in both aortic roots and the aorta of these animals. We showed that formation of atherosclerotic lesions in the aortic roots can be significantly prevented by dietary phytosterols [13]. The main mechanism for such effective therapy would be a reduction in serum cholesterol levels by phytosterols. However, when we treated these animals with probucol—a strong cholesterol lowering agent with antioxidant properties—to our surprise the formation and complexity of atherosclerotic lesions were significantly deteriorated [14]. Such an extensive atherogenesis was associated with many structural and morphological changes in the vessel wall. These changes included rupture of internal and external elastic lamina, aortic aneurysm, accumulation of foam cells, cholesterol clefts and inflammatory cells in the media and complete obstruction of small coronary arteries. Figures 4 and 5 present significant changes in the vessel wall structure and morphology in the aortic roots and thoracic aorta of apo E-KO mice fed with a commercial mouse chow; the extent and severity of such lesions were significantly increased or decreased when 1% (w/w) probucol or 2% (w/w) phytosterol mixture (FCP-3PI), respectively, was added to the diet.

Surgical Approaches

Apo E-KO mice and 129 mice were used to perform a series of heterotopic heart transplant procedures in the form of syngraft and allograft. The donor heart was grafted in the abdomen of the recipient mouse using standard surgical procedures [15-17]. We observed that the development of atherosclerotic lesions in the aortic roots as well as ascending aorta of the syngraft was significant enhanced. Such observations suggest that accelerated atherosclerotic lesion development in this model is most likely due to changes in hemodynamic factors. Thus, this observation indicates that permanent alterations in hemodynamic factors may lead to alterations in tissue structure and morphology. Our observation is presented in Figure 6,
where the oil red O staining show massive lipid deposition in the aortic roots, coronary arteries and ascending aorta of the syngraft.

**Figure 4:** Representative photomicrographs of serial transverse sections at the level of the aortic valve cusps taken from individual mice from FCP-3PI-treated (A and B), control (C and D), and probucol-treated (E and F) groups. The volume and complexity of the atherosclerotic lesions are markedly reduced in A and B and increased in E and F, respectively, compared with C and D. Whereas the ORO stain (B, D, and F) emphasizes lipid accumulation in the lesions, Movat pentachrome stain (A, C, and E) highlights components of the lesions including interstitial matrix, foam cells, and cholesterol clefts. E also illustrates an area of aortic wall destruction with evidence of apparent early aortic aneurysm formation (arrow) (original magnification ×25, B, D, and F; A, C, and E ×50). FCP-3PI was a phytosterol mixture [14].

**Figure 5:** Representative photomicrographs of transverse sections of thoracic aortas from individual mice from FCP-3PI-treated (A, B, and C), control (D, E, and F), and probucol-treated (G, H, and I) groups stained with hematoxylin and eosin (A, D, and G), Movat pentachrome (B, E, and H), and ORO (C, F, and I). Sections from FCP-3PI–treated animals show no visible intimal lesions and normal musculoelastic layers. Sections from both control and probucol-treated mice reveal advanced atherosclerotic lesions containing foam cells, cholesterol clefts, and increased interstitial matrix. As is apparent, the nature of the lesions is more complex in the probucol-treated animal. H shows complete disruption of media (straight arrow) at a bifurcation point (curved arrow) in the probucol-treated mouse (A through F, original magnification ×25; G through I × 50). FCP-3PI was a phytosterol mixture [14].

When we developed allograft model using apo E-KO mice with C56BL/6J background and 129J wild-type mice, we noticed myocardium rejection plus early changes in the coronary arteries of the allografts. These observations are presented in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Main characteristics of the experimental mouse models are summarized in Table 1.

**Figure 6:** Representative photomicrographs of ascending aorta and aortic roots from a syngraft (Panels A and C) and aortic root of the native heart of an apo E-KO mice. Both aorta and coronary arteries of the syngraft show massive oil red O staining. Such extensive lipid-rich lesions were not observed in neither coronary arteries nor ascending aorta in the native heart. Oil red O stain X40.

**Figure 7:** Allograft cardiac transplantation was performed between apo E-KO mice (recipients) and 129J mice (donors). Representative sections from native (Panel A) and allograft (Panel B) mouse myocardium at 6 days post-transplantation. Infiltration of inflammatory cells in the allograft tissue are shown (arrows). Hematoxylin and eosin stain. Panel A X16; Panel B X25.

In conclusion, tissue structure and morphology can be altered by various factors. Extensive alterations in tissue structure and morphology may lead to organ dysfunction. Early detection of such histological/cytological changes will be crucial to implement strategies for correction. We have here reported a number of histological/cytological alterations in the tissues of apo E-KO mice. Some of these pathological changes could be prevented through dietary approaches, leading to prolongation of organ function.

Table 1: Main characteristics of experimental mouse models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Name</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Main plasma lipoprotein particle</th>
<th>Dietary cholesterol-induced atherogenesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C57BL/6</td>
<td>Wild-type</td>
<td>HDL</td>
<td>Resistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129/J</td>
<td>Wild-type</td>
<td>HDL</td>
<td>Resistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apo E-KO</td>
<td>Genetically modified</td>
<td>β-VLDL</td>
<td>Very sensitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL-r-KO</td>
<td>Genetically Modified</td>
<td>LDL</td>
<td>Sensitive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Allograft cardiac transplantation was performed between apo E-KO mice (recipients) and 129J mice (donors). A representative section from an allograft mouse coronary artery at 30 days post-transplantation shows accumulation of inflammatory monocytes in the intima. Verhoff’s stain, X400.
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